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NOM: Clan: Profession: Province d'Origine: Famille: Age: Taille: Couleur Cheveux: Couleur Yeux: Couleur Peau:



Sexe: Poids:



Signes Particuliers et Notes:



Terre



Rings & Traits Feu



Eau



Air



Vide



! Strenght Perception



Agility Intelligence



Skills



Reflexes Awareness



Void Points Spent:



School



Rank



Rank Technique



Notes



School



Rank



Glory



Wounds



!!!!!!!!!!



0 -1



Honor



-2



!!!!!!!!!!



-3 -4



Insight



Down Out



Combat



Dead



TN to be Hit (REFx5+armor)



Notes



Primary Weapon: Primary Armor: Attaques Principales



Expérience Total



Jet



DMG



Spent Armure



Bonus



Malus



Left
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Stamina Willpower



Advantages Pts



Effets



Pts



Effets



Pts



Effets



Pts



Effets



Disadvantages



Equipement



Obligations & Giri



Gifts, Bestowments & Recognitions



Nom du Joueur:



Date de Création:
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Legend of the Five Rings 

â€œJust give me a little time, Father,â€� I promised. â€œTil make sure they take you back." My father pulled his wakizashi from his obi and laid the sheathed blade in my ...
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Legend of the Five Rings - (M1) - Midnights Blood.pdf 

The first adventure in the High Magic (M) series, Midnight's Blood is an adventure formed of two tales of ghosts, curses and vengeful spirits. Those who have ...
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Legend of the Five Rings - (M1) - Midnights Blood.pdf 

Twilight Honor, a story of violence and the visible horror of the Shadowlands. Midnight's ..... this stage. Most of the strong and well fed survive. turn white, even as they are boiled alive by the ..... the movie Jaws The scariest moments in that fi
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personnage de the legend of zelda link 

PDF Ebook personnage de the legend of zelda link personnages la serie ganondorf princesse especes et peuples Free Download, Save or Read Online ...
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Feuille de Personnage pour Vanguard 

Sexe:___ Age:____ Taille:_____ Poids:____. Couleur Peau:______ Couleur Cheveux: ______ Couleur Yeux:______ Signes Particuliers et Notes: ...
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Legend of the Five Rings - The Way of the Wolf.pdf - Thanks for all the 

man with a fierce katana stained black with the blood of ...... and privilege, The only consequences are those .... While these samurai are free to proclaim their.
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Legend of the Five Rings - Masters of Court.pdf - The Archive has 

Hoketuhime offered a polite bow o( her own as the lIuby. Champion ...... sheet. Since paper is expensive, re-use is quite com- mon, and proud samurai guard their own paper so ..... asked to hear the music from the island coral once more ...
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Blood of Heroes - Feuille de Personnage 

Blood of Heroes RPG Â© 1998 by Pulsar Games, Inc. NOM: Alter Ego: Profession/Occupation: Base d'activitÃ©: Ã‰quipe: ... Date de CrÃ©ation: ____/____/____.
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Miyamoto Musashi - A Book Of Five Rings 

the carpenter becomes skilled and understands measures he can become a foreman. .... When you become used to wielding the long sword, you will gain.
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The Legend of Zelda 

The Legend of Zelda. Overworld Theme. Music by Koji Kondo - Arrangement by Jumpman. Lively h = 130 ! B ! B ! B ! B ! B ! B. 3. : aa c. 1. &. #. #. BBD. B. BBB B.
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The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 

rustic lads are called the Sleepy Hollow Boys throughout all the neighboring ... there embosomed in the great State of New York, that population, manners, and ... In this by-place of nature there abode, in a remote period of American history, ..... s
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Untitled - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Marketing Systems, Inc.) does industrial audio, telephone messages-on-hold etc... (yes, lo-fi sound!) ... I'm not in, I'll usually return your call the same day.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

MODA. Tape Noise Reduction Unit. Car Decoder. The dbx 222 delivers the musical impact of the 224, at an economical price. It incorporates all of the same ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

TAPE: E LINE. BOECODE INCODE A. COPY MAITLARI. ENCODE. CANCEL. siteTOR. SOUND PROCUBRDA. MONITOR. æ—¥åœ¨æ—¥ELETE-. YA. TAPE 1. TAPER.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Just the Right Response. MEMORY ... It's a microprocessor-controlled 14-band graphic equalizer. It's a real-time analysis display. ... equalizers work in bringing dramatic improvements to the ... on the pink-noise generator, adjust its output, and ..
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Relocate the DX5 with respect to the receiver, or move it away from the receiver;. Plug the ... Get a Philips screwdriver, put a newspaper or towel on a flat surface ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

on the market. Just insert the PPA-1's ... Separate left/right volume controls ... Total Harmonic. Distortion ... the proper 1:2 expansion ratio, letting you enjoy the ...
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86 - Dbx the legend of the sound 

Turn your system off and the volume all the way down. .... Push Post for expansion on playback only (which is probably the more common appli- cation).
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

high-regulation toroidal power transformer. The second is the use of ... We also took extreme care to ensure effective isolation of audio signals and video signals.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

microphone at any desired listening posi- ... Power Requirements 120V, 60Hz ... Accuracy of Equalizer. +1.4dB at full boost or cut. Max. Input Level. 5V. Max.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

like best take on a whole new life, as will pop-FM stations. Similarly jazz, especially walking-bass solos and big-band blowouts with swing drumming. Like pop ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

original is the dbx II. It assures that no audible tape noise is added by the tape recording process. Only noise present in the original source will survive the dbx Il ...
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

the frequency response of a music hall. IIIIIIIII ' I' The dbx 20/20 is the state-of-the—art in ... truly serious about high fidelity. r! _ III I' I - _ I 15" “Wilda-Hun I.“ .IIFIT.
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yes - Dbx the legend of the sound 

All tape loops are buffered for minimal crosstalk between and among audio and video sources. The tone controls switch between conventional bass/treble ...
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